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Abstract 

This study investigates the relations between Nigeria and Benin Republic, with particular 

reference to border communities’ relations, of Babanna (Nigeria) and Gbaso (Benin 

Republic).The study examined the nature of socio-cultural and economic activities carried 

out between the two border communities. It also focussed on the implication arising from 

such interaction on the lives of the people of the border lands and the two States foreign 

policy interaction. The research found out that the bonds which served as basis for economic, 

political and cultural interaction between the two communities still remain as strong as they 

were even before the colonial creation of the boundary which formally separated them. The 

study identified the area as a potential avenue of promoting international trade, social and 

security cohesion between the two States. They are also a means of advancing regional 

integration of ECOWAS. The paper adopts qualitative approach and Interview was used as 

technique of data collection, sampling method used include judgmental and opportunistic. 

The work forwarded several recommendation among which include improvement of socio-

cultural activities between the border communities and the two States establishment of border 

markets, eradication of corruption among security operative at the border post etc.  
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Introduction 

Benin Republic and Nigeria, like many contiguous African countries separated by 

colonial boundaries, had been engaged in extensive interaction between the people and 

communities along their borderland long before colonialism. This is due to the fact that the 

communities shared many things in common including their ancestral origin. Many 

communities in Benin Republic today could trace their origin to Nigeria e.g. the case of Sabe 

and Ketu communities in Benin Republic which up to the present day pay allegiance to the 

Oyo Empire in Nigeria and seek the royal blessings of Ooni of Ife before the installation of 

their monarch. The case is the same between the people of Nikki (Benin Republic and Borgu 

kingdom (Nigeria) where the consent of the latter (Kitoro) is sought before the installation of 

the former. These communities were to live as nations if not for colonial partition which 

forcibly divided homogeneous communities and transferred them to various European 

countries’ sphere of influence. For instance, Nigeria was under the Britain influence and 

control, while Benin republic, on the other hand, was under France control. 

The two countries despite colonial division and divide and rule strategy continues 

with their interaction and relations not only at formal and governmental levels but also at 

informal and non-governmental levels. The continuous traditional and cultural ties between 

communities along our borderlands, is an indication that the two countries, despite colonial 

division, respect the tradition and cultural bonds of the people. For instance, Babanna 

(Nigeria) and Gboso (Benin) remain culturally tied even after declaration of their two states 

as separate entity. In fact, the royal house of the two towns is the same. In other words, any 

member of the royal house may be chosen to lead either of the two towns irrespective of 

which side of the communities he belongs. The two communities, like other borderlands 

communities, regard only their traditional boundary and not the international boundary 

erected by colonialists. At governmental level, Nigeria and Benin had several bilateral 

commitments ranging from political, economic and security related issues. It could be said 

that their survival is closely tied to one another. It is based on the foregone discussion that the 

paper attempts to examine the relations between Nigeria and Benin Republic using the 

borderlands communities of Babanna (Nigeria) and Gbaso (Benin Republic) as case study. 

This will be achieved by examining the social and economic interaction between the two two 

communities and factors influencing such interaction both socially and economically, and the 

implication of such interaction to the two communities and their respective States. 
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Methodology 

For the purpose of this research qualitative approach was used. Qualitative approach 

involves the study of subjects in their natural settings whereby the researcher conducted a 

systematic enquiry into meanings attempting to interpret and make sense of phenomena and 

the meanings that peoples attribute to them 1 Thus the choice of qualitative approach enables 

the researcher to obtain in-depth information on people’s belief, perception, view point, 

values about the border issue particularly the nature and dynamics of interaction and relations 

between the two communities of Babanna in Nigeria and Gbaso in Benin Republic. 

Moreover, this type of research objective may not be answered by quantitative research since 

quantitative research investigate phenomenon that are amenable to empirical measure and 

verification. While qualitative research such as this, could not objectively investigate. 2 

The study considered qualitative approach appropriate because it did not intend to 

make statistical inference. Rather, it aims at generating ideas and views about the area of 

study, quantitative on the other hand places emphasis on statistical data and the use of such to 

test hypothesis 3 Qualitative approach was also considered suitable for this research because 

it permit the researcher to explore people’s subjective experiences and the meanings they 

attach to those experience. 4 Interview was considered for data collection. The researcher 

understand interview to revolve round face to face interaction between researcher and the 

respondent. In other words it is a data gathering instrument that enables a researcher to collect 

data through a face-to-face interaction (at times by telephone conversation)5Interview is also 

seen as encounter between a researcher and respondent in which the latter is asked series of 

question relevant to the subject of the research. The respondent answer constitute the raw 

data in Lawal 6, the conversations exploited in the interview serves as rich source of data on 

the respondents experiences, opinions, aspirations and feelings on the subject of the research. 

This method is adopted because it permits wide segment of the population both literate and 

illiterate ones, it reveals much more items of depth than a questionnaire it enhance clarity and 

better understanding of issue at hand and permit flexibility to accommodate unforeseen 

situation during the interviewed. 

In addition, the research used documentary instrument, involving written material 

(whether hand written or typed or printed) already in existence. Documents also include 

published and unpublished materials on the activities of public and private organizations and 

found mainly in libraries achieves and in such public and private organizations 7 The 
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documentary materials were sourced from the Usmanu Danfodiyo University’s Library, 

Nigerian Institute of International Affairs Library and the Nigerian Boundary Commission’s 

Library among others. 

The population from which the sample was drawn is limited to those residents in 

border communities of Babanna and Gbaso. In this respect two categories of respondents 

were selected because they seem to be involved in the interaction between the two 

communities. The first category was the mass population of the communities (traders, 

farmers, civil servants etc), chosen based on their experience with realities of interaction and 

relations between the two communities. The second category consists of those who hold 

positions of authority (traditional rulers, Political leaders and border security officials). To 

ensure the successful execution of the research, interviews were conducted. In this sense the 

format of interview used was unstructured, and face -to -face format. Each interview was 

examined in accordance with his own specialization and experience of the study area. It can 

therefore, be admitted that different set of questions were asked to different set of respondent. 

The interviews were moreover, complimented by personal observation of the study area in 

order to reduce ambiguities that may arise during the process of the research. The use of the 

above instrument in the study area is necessary because not all the people in the universe of 

the study can understand every bit of information that may be demanded. 

The Geographical Setting and History of Babanna 

Babanna is a town under Borgu Local Government of Niger state. Babanna became 

the headquarters of Babanna Local Government Area on 2nd January, 2002 and was turned to 

development area after constitutional battle between Niger state and Federal Government. It 

is bordered by Gbaso in western part of the town, where Nigeria shares international border 

with Republic of Benin, the southern part of the town is bordered by Yagwaso village and in 

the northern part by Suwanla. The population of Babanna is estimated at 3,219 based on 1991 

census. Out of this 1,724 are male, while 1,495 are female. 

The major ethnic group in the area are the Boko who are largely farmers, Ganu 

(Gandawa) who are Fulani but not nomadic. Others include Hausa, Yoruba and Igbos who 

settled in the town for business purposes. The topography of the town is favourable for 

farming and this accounts for why majority of the people are farmers and they grow or 

produce cash crops like cotton and other crops such as millet, guinea corn and beans. 

According to Ahmed, the production of cotton has reduced since year 2000 due to increase in 
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the cost of production and lack of support from the government as the case is in Benin 

Republic and this he said has forced people to change to groundnut production.8 

Politically, Babanna town has a village head as (Magajin Gari) who assists the district 

head or chief of the town. The town is the headquarters of Babanna district which comprises 

of many villages. These villages include Garunji, Kuble, Bakpa, AuduFari etc. 

The history of Babanna and Gbaso is an example of towns and communities of 

Africa, who once lived and shared same socio-cultural, economic and political life but were 

separated from one another as a result of colonial partition of Africa. Despite such division, 

the communities have continued to relate with one another, albeit with some formal 

administrative hitches. Babanna town was founded in the 18th century by Kizumade of 

Babanna. The people of Babanna originally moved from Yagwaso, the initial headquarters of 

Babanna district. The people moved to settle at Kaiziya due to the fighting which broke out 

between the people and British Army around 1915. The movement was necessary because of 

the fact that Kaiziya was fenced round with thorns for protection against enemies. The town 

was having only one gate, which was guided by strong and able men of Babanna. 9 

The elders of the town later decided to move from Kaiziya to the present location, due 

to the swampy nature of the area which was threatening the lives of their animal as a result of 

cold weather. Politically, the town has a village head known as Magajin Gari who usually 

assists the District head in the administration of the town and villages under it. The District 

head is answerable to Sarkin Borgu. The people of Babanna and Gbaso are the same, because 

they are all descendant of royal house of NIKKI dynasty now in Benin Republic. Infact the 

present chief of Gbaso is an uncle to the Magajin Gari Babanna, while the Galadiman Gbaso 

is an elder brother to MagajinGarinBabanna.10 The two communities still believed in their 

oneness and decide on who becomes their king irrespective of which part of the border side 

they reside 

The above demonstrates the fact as earlier posited that, the boundary was imposed on 

the people during the partition of Africa in Berlin conference of 1885 without considering the 

commonness and shared socio-cultural and historical ties of the people. 11 This further 

confirmed the statement by Kigera III, that the existence of the boundary is only 

acknowledged by the people whenever they cross the boundary and the presence of the 

security personnel at the border post. It also signifies the zeal of the people to re-integrate 
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even after colonial separation as demonstrated above. This will no doubt help in 

consolidating the regional integration process of ECOWAS and free movement policy in the 

sub-region. However, this is not without negative implications. Bad element may use this 

medium of free movement and relaxed control on the border to carry-out their nefarious 

activities of smuggling in the area which may threaten the internal security of the two States. 

The above corroborate with 12 argument that affinity of the people on both side of the border 

makes border security difficult and increase the rate of crime and smuggling activities as they 

remain uncooperative to the law enforcement agencies. 

Babanna town is continuously becoming diverse accommodating different people, 

from different parts of Nigeria and Benin Republic. This may be connected to the functional 

role of the town where imported items transported to other parts of the country and these 

goods did not only pass but some are bought and resold by businessmen and women who 

reside in the area. Apart from the Boko people who constitute the majority tribe in the area, 

other tribes from Nigeria were found in Babanna. They include Igbo, Yoruba and Hausa. 

Most of food sellers in the town were Yoruba 13 The headmaster of Central Primary School 

Babanna, Ibrahim, attested to the fact that diverse ethnic groups co-exist in the town 

peacefully and attributed the cordial relationship among the groups to the hospitability of the 

host community.14 

Nasiru similarly pointed out that over 95 percent of the population of Babanna town 

are Muslims. The major Islamic groups in Babanna were Tijaniyya and Izala. Christianity is a 

minority religion in the area, practiced only by Igbos and other tribes resident in the area.15 

Joint communal effort known as ‘Gayya’ was also prominent among the natives of 

Babanna 16 Gayya is a communal system where people especially youths come together to 

carry out a project with aim of uplifting the society. Projects like construction of roads, 

dredging of river or digging of wells and establishment of joint community farm are good 

examples. Other activities carried by ‘Gayya’ include assisting individuals during the time of 

need such as wedding and naming ceremonies. These activities were not only undertaken by 

male but also women do play their own part17 

The town also has a number of social clubs and associations. Most popular in 

Babanna town were: Babanna Development Association, Association of Road Transport 

Union, Employee, Kabu-kabu, etc. The presence of football clubs such as Babanna Babes, 
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Golden Boys exist among others18These clubs and associations participated actively during 

the ceremony of any of their members such as marriage, birth, Sallah ceremonies and 

condolences 

Economic Activities in Babanna Town 

Agriculture is the dominant economic activity in the area, since majority of the people 

are farmers. It therefore provided employment for the large number of working population of 

the area as over 80% of the people are farmers20. Trading was the next to agriculture and 

most obvious in all major streets of Babanna town. This was due to the presence of 

international boundary, through which imported goods from Cotonou, Benin Republic come 

into the country. This attracts many business men and women from different parts of the 

country who buy these materials for the purpose of reselling. For instance, over one thousand 

bags of rice is imported from Benin Republic through Gbaso to Babanna on weekly bases for 

onward re-distribution to Bussa and other neighbouring towns. This is due to the fact that the 

price of rice is cheap in Benin Republic than it does in Nigeria. Monday markets serve as a 

medium through which traders from different parts of Nigeria and Benin Republic come 

together to conduct business in different commodities. Foodstuff such as millet, maize, beans 

and cotton seeds weresold in commercial quantities. The market also provides livestock and 

poultry to other parts 21  

On Babanna market days over 200 bags of grains were imported from Gbaso and 

other neighbouring villages of Benin Republic. These were further distributed to other parts 

of the country. These exclude processed rice and textiles materials imported by other business 

men in the area. Also, not less than a trailer of yam was imported from Gbaso to Babanna on 

markets days, while people from Gbaso buy items such as ingredients and other domestic 

needs from Babanna. 

The town also has about four fuel stations that provide petrol, gas and kerosene to the 

immediate communities and beyond Benin Republic. Lorries were always seen exporting 

petroleum products to neighbouring towns of Benin Republic; there were also road side black 

marketers who sell fuel in gallons. For instance, over 100 drum of petrol is exported to Gbaso 

and other neighbouring towns of Benin Republic on weekly basis and this did not include 

those following unofficial routes by motor cycles 22. Transportation in the area also 

contributes greatly in promoting economic activities. The popular means of transportation in 

the area include motorcycle, lorries and cars 23. 
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Babanna border also serve as a major economic booster in the area as it provides 

traders with cheap smuggled goods such as rice and textile materials from Cotonou, which 

are patronised because of the quality. These economic interaction between the two 

communities is in line with 24 position that exchange of agricultural products across the 

border is on increase as if the boundary do not exist. It also justifies the functionalist 

assumption that societies and nations depend on each other for some needs and services. It is 

also in agreement with 25 opinion that Afirca was a peaceful continent before the advent of 

colonialism and attributed the peacefulness to the fact that people had many things in 

common and were linked by internal trade route.it further justifies the functionalist 

integration theory which sees economic as important tool of bringing about economic ties 

across national boundaries. 

Geographical Setting and History of Gbaso 

Gbaso is a town under Berike division of Paraku state in Benin Republic. It shares 

border with Babanna and has a road network link with Babanna. The town is well-known for 

cotton and other agricultural production, Rearing of animal also serve as one of the major 

livelihood of the people. While the major ethnic group in the area is Boko, there are other 

groups such as Hausa, Igbo and Yoruba, who reside in the town for business. 

On arrival in the ancient town of Gbaso, one would assume as if he/she is in Babanna. 

This is because of the fact that there was no marked difference in the structure of their 

settings and pattern of live. According to Ibrahim 26 despite different colonial experience, it 

did not affect or change the mode of expression of their Boko language. The only change was 

in the mode of dressing which was attributed to French colonial policy of assimilation. Over 

95 percent of the people of the town were Muslims. The only religious group in the area was 

Tijjaniya. Despite the dominance of the group, Izala movement from Babanna do organize 

periodic preaching sessions27. He further pointed out that apart from Boko tribe which was 

the indigenous and spoken by majority, other tribes from Nigeria such as Hausa, Igbo and 

Yoruba were also found in the town and co-exist peacefully with their host communities. 

These indicate the tolerance and peaceful nature of the two religions groups that exist 

in the area in promoting peace and understanding among the adherence of the two groups. It 

also shows the accommodative nature of the people in tolerating other ethnic groups from 

outside the shores of their country. These further promoted peaceful co-existence of the 

people and improved the already good relation between the communities and States. 
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There are social clubs in Gbaso, but fewer in number compared to that of Babanna. 

The activities of these clubs and associations are always geared towards any project 

considered to be relevant to the development of the town. For instance, the clearing and 

maintenance of Gbaso-Babanna road is always carried out by these clubs, until when 

government recently took it over.28 

The above would go a long way in the promotion of peace and the development of 

these borderland communities that were often neglected as earlier explained by 29. These 

clubs may indentify developmental projects which will be presented to the government of the 

two respected state for implementation. Babanna - Gbaso road is a good example of such 

project that was conceived by the people and now being implemented by NigerState 

government and its counterpart in Benin Republic. 

These clubs normally organise themselves during sallah festivals, marriage and birth 

ceremonies. Sallah period also serves as a meeting opportunity to discuss issues that bordered 

on the development of the community. There are also educational institutions such as primary 

and junior secondary school in Gbaso. The town also boost of well equipped hospital 30. 

Economic Activities in Gbaso 

Gbaso is a border town. It shares border with Babanna (Nigeria), which makes it a 

viable route of accessing scarce commodities from Nigeria. These commodities include petrol 

and other agricultural products. Majority of the people were farmers while others engage in 

trading activities31. 

Trading activities are the most important economic activities. The market functions 

every Sunday, goods available in the market include: beans, groundnut, livestock and poultry. 

Others include foreign rice and vegetables32. 

Gbaso streets are dominated with shops fewer compared to Babanna where various 

kinds of goods are sold, petroleum black marketers are also available in the town and this 

made petroleum and other products that emanate from Nigeria cheaper in Gbaso33. The 

means of transportation is not different from that of Babanna. 

The Implication of Border Demarcation on Babanna and Gbaso Communities 

The division of Babanna and Gbaso into different Political States has its own 

consequences. Despite the fact that the people of the two communities continue to relate 
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peacefully, the border has however, created abnormalities. First the Boko people dominated 

the two communities and despite different colonial experiences, the mode of expression of 

the language has not been affected. But that did not explain absence of any abnormalities as 

the mode of writing and dressing of Gbaso people was affected by the French colonial policy 

of assimilation. These normally serve as a means of identification by the Nigeria border 

security 34 

The demarcation also serves as a basis for continued interaction as the two towns 

established their separate markets which were being attended by the people from either side 

of the border, Gbaso Sunday and Babanna Monday. To boost this economic interaction 

between the two communities and the two States the federal Government of Nigeria has 

approved the establishment of a border market in Babanna. This also is in agreement with 35 

position that Nigeria and its neighbours should declare their border areas as special economic 

cooperations zones where mutually beneficial economic activities should be promoted among 

the citizens of neighbouring countries. This he argued will reduce tension and criminalities 

along our borders. 

The continuous economic interaction and social relations between the two 

communities indeed, justify the assumptions of the theoretical frame work that, peaceful 

change would come not only through a shift of national boundaries but through other issue 

taken across them. Also the assumption of the functionalist school; as adopted by this study, 

that societies and nations depend on each other for some good and services, is justifiable 

looking at the daily cross border activities between the two communities, which serve as a 

means of livelihood to some of their inhabitants. The implication of this is that, number of 

unemployed persons will automatically reduce and therefore, reduce the stress of job creation 

on the two states which will definitely lead to reduction in crime. The trade and other 

economic activities carried out across the border also justify the assumption of the adopted 

theory, which sees economic self interest as a strong element that brings about ties across 

national boundaries. The cooperation of the communities (Babanna and Gbaso), provides the 

basis for stock taking on how well the people of Benin and Nigeria have fared, and the way 

forward for the two countries with somewhat common heritage. To further boost this age 

long relations for the benefit of the two states, Niger State government has acquired 300 

hectares of land at Babanna for the establishment of an international market. 
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Socio-Cultural Interactions of the Border Communities 

In an attempt to understand the socio-cultural interaction between the two 

communities (Babanna and Gbaso), this section discussed socio-cultural interactions between 

the two communities and the implication of such interaction to the relationship between them 

and, Nigeria and Benin at large. Under this section, issues such as intermarriage, religion, 

Sport and education were examined along with their possible implications to the two 

communities and the two States. 

Inter-marriages and other social activities 

Intermarriage is one of the key factors that accounted for the daily interaction and 

cross-border movement and socio-cultural relations and links between the two communities. 

Explained that inter-marriage between the two communities was the key factor that keeps the 

societies united. They pointed out that there was virtually no individual in Babanna or in 

Gbaso that is without a relation, friend or business partner across each other border. Magaji 

further expressed that even himself in particular has two daughters married in Gbaso and 

married one of his wives from Gbaso. To Ibrahim 36 Hardly a week passes without people 

crossing from either side to attend marriage ceremonies. 

At the post, it is easy to observe the movement of men, women and children in cars, 

on motorcycles and bicycles paying visit to their relatives on either sides of the border37the 

immigration officer in charge of the border post, admitted that the reason for allowing free 

movement of people and goods between the two communities wasdue to the shared socio-

cultural ties between them, especially intermarriages. Many security operatives in the area 

recognised most of the people who engaged in regular cross-border movement. This could 

easily be understood by the ways and manners in which people of the two communities and 

border officials cordially interact without hitches. For instance, during researcher’s visit to 

Gbaso in Benin Republic the researcher and his research assistant who was a headmaster in 

Babanna passed the border post with motorcycle without anybody interfering both 

immigration and customs officials only waved us 38. Haruna affirmed that over 90 percent of 

those crossing the border in the area have no passport or pass; rather they are allowed to cross 

only at the discretion of the immigration officials because of the socio-cultural ties of the 

people. He described the people as peaceful and the border as the most peaceful border he 

had ever worked and this was also confirmed by his custom counterpart39. 
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In Gbaso town, for instance, it is very easy to see motorcycles carrying Nigerians 

plate numbers mostly of (Borgu Local Government) parked in nearby houses, shops and 

roadside. Investigation shows that most of these motorcycles belong to Nigerians who visit 

their relatives or friends and business associates. 

Youths in the two communities engaged in active cross-border marital activities. 

Those youths getting married usually invite friends and relatives from other side of the border 

for a meeting preparatory to occasion or during the occasion itself. And they usually attend 

the occasion and as well support the celebrant both financially and morally. This act of 

support is not only restricted to the young men getting married but even the ladies are not left 

alone by their friends from other side of the border40. It is indeed difficult to account for 

number of women married from both sides and this is so, not only because of shared socio-

cultural ties but because the processes involved is same. 41. It is therefore clear that inter-

marriages are a very strong element of enhancing interaction between the two international 

communities. 

The implication of the above is that the intermarriage between the two communities 

will strengthen the cultural bonds among the people of the two communities and reduce the 

effectiveness of the colonial boundary created to serve as barrier between the people who are 

believed to be from one ancestor. The free movement of the people of the communities 

guaranteed by the security personnel at the border post demonstrates the peaceful co-

existence between the communities. This however, may have its own negative implication as 

criminals from the communities may use the avenue created by such positive relationships, to 

carry out their illegal activities; such as smuggling, cross border stealing and killing which 

may not end in the two communities but extend to other areas in the two countries. This 

justifies 42. position that the boundary is yet to be recognized as international boundary by 

the communities, as intermarriages and tribal links among the various groups of both Nigeria 

and Benin Republic continued. 

Religion also plays an important role in the social interaction between the two 

communities. Over 99 percent of the inhabitant of Babanna and Gbaso are muslims who 

share similar religious activities, such as Tijaniya and Izala. Maulud is one of such religious 

gathering that brings the people of the two communities of the same sect together. It is 

usually organised once in a year by the Tijjaniya movement and during this period their 

members are invited from the either side of the border to celebrate with them. 
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The Izala are well known with their preaching sessions (Da’awah) which is conducted 

without restriction. However, during Maulud session in either Babanna or Gbaso members 

from both sides crossed borders to converge at a stipulated place scheduled for the preaching 

in order to listen to their learned ones on issues of religion and their day to day life. The 

group also assist one another in times of disaster and need and visit one another for 

condolences and felicitations during death and Sallah celebration. It should be note that 

Babanna community consist of both Tijjaniya and Izala while Gbaso community is purely 

Tijjaya but that does not mean that Izala group do not organise preaching there in Gbaso. 43 

The activities of religions groups could go along way in improving the existing 

relations between the two communities, and the government of the two states (Nigeria and 

Benn) may collaborate with the leaders of these groups in ensuring peaceful co-existence 

between and among their followers. This could be achieved by encouraging them to preach 

the good lessons of their religion. This will help in reducing religious extremism and 

terrorism ignorantly associated with Islam and the Muslims. The religion which is not only 

practiced by majority in the two states but in the entire West Africa sub¬region. The above 

interaction between religious groups in the communities could serve as a basis for further 

relation in other aspects as this justifies the assumption of functionalist theory adopted by this 

study which claim that integration in one aspect will lead to integration in other aspect. This 

is what they called functional spill-over. 

Another factor that influence social interaction between the two communities is sport. 

Sport has become a uniting force among different people of the world today. In fact, Sport 

has merged the people of different belief and orientation together. For instance people do 

forget their religion or forget that they are from different religion background when it come 

to support a club particularly foreign clubs. 

In the case of Babanna and Gbaso Sport plays a vital role in uniting the two 

communities. For instance the secondary schools in the two communities usually organise 

friendly matches which attract supporters of the two side and serve as a way of promoting the 

peaceful interaction among the people of the two communities 44. Kokowa is one of the 

sporting activities which usually bring the people of the two communities together but due to 

education and civilization it is now replaced by football matches which are organise during 

occasion such as marriage ceremony, naming ceremony and turbaning of traditional rulers. 
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It is important for the two countries to popularise these Sporting activities by given it 

wider coverage as the case of Gani festival which is widely celebrated in Nikki and Borgu 

annually. It can therefore be said that sport not only contributes to the integration of the two 

communities, but can moreover be used to improve the formal relationship between the two 

States. 

Education is also one of the areas in which the two communities interact. The 

members of the two communities do send their children to attend school in either side of the 

borderland. For instance 45 explained that three of his children are currently attending school 

in Gbaso and that many parents from Gbaso do send their children to Babanna. 46. However, 

explained that because of the establishment of Junior Secondary School in Gbaso the number 

of enrolment of Gbaso children inBabanna schools has drastically reduced and attribute the 

success of education exchange to the teaching of English in Gbaso and French in Babanna. 

In the area of Islamic education parents in Gbaso send their children to Al-Majir 

schools in Babanna and New - Bussa but majority of them are sent to states such as Kebbi, 

Katsina and Kaduna because of the conviction of the parents that their children can access 

quality education in these areas. 47 Al- majirci is historically an Islamic system of education 

in Hausa land that accommodates students in boarding houses 48. Over 65 percent of Al-

majirai (students) hailed from rural areas while over 27 percent originate from semi- urban 

areas 49. These students usually engaged in begging and other menial jobs such as serving as 

houseboys for survivals and this is because of the belief among rural dwellers that begging in 

the process of acquiring knowledge is holy. Khalid pointed out that, such practice was never 

part of Islamic education in pre-colonial Hausa societies. Rather it was colonialism that 

promoted cheap labour as well as rural proretazation that changed the system from its original 

state where student depend on their skills for self-sustenance to a system where they depend 

on begging for sustenance50. Education is therefore one of area of interaction between the 

two communities. 

Effort should be made by the government of the States to establish unity School in 

each of the community to provide for exchange programme between the two communities. 

Enlightenment programme should also be intensity to discourage this Al-majiri mode of 

education because of its negative effect on the lives of the children and community in general 
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The above no doubt help in the integration process of the two communities which 

were separated by the colonial boundary. The Al-majiri education or exchange between the 

two communities and states may also have grave consequences on the security of Nigeria as 

those children sent to acquire Islamic education usually end up as hooligans and thugs use by 

politicians and other groups in committing crime; this may affect the internal security of 

Nigeria. This was due to the fact that most parents, who sent their children for this 

type of education, are not responsive to the needs of their children 

Economic Interactions of the Border Communities 

Economy is not only one of the instruments of interaction in international politics but 

a very strong one. It is one of the factors that influence the cross border interaction between 

Babanna and Gbaso borderlands. This section investigate the nature of economic activities 

that is taking place between the two communities. Covering issues such as trade, 

transportation e.t.c 

Trade Activities 

Trade is the most obvious aspect of economic interaction between Babanna and 

Gbaso borderlands. The weekly markets of the two towns plays important role in the 

economic interaction of the two communities. The Gbaso market functions every Sunday 

while that of Babanna every Monday. This does not mean that both markets functions only on 

these stipulated days, rather it explains the highest level of economic activities in both sides. 

In other days most economic activities are carried out in shops and few sites in the market 

like those who sale grains and other food stuff need in day to day life 51.Both Babanna and 

Gbaso provided for each other goods and services that are vital to the survival and 

development of their communities. Gbaso for instance depend Babanna for agricultural 

products such as maize millet, garri and sweet potato while Gbaso provides for Babanna 

items such as groundnut, livestock and poultry. 

Gbaso community depend on Babanna for the supply of petroleum products. Apart 

from their motorcycles which cross over daily to Babanna to fill their tanks, it is also 

transported from Babanna to Gbaso on daily basis 52. During researcher’s visit to some of the 

filling station in Babanna many jericans were discovered filled with petroleum when the 

researcher asked why they are filling these jericans without wait to sale to motorist directly it 

was revealed that they are being prepared to be exported to Gbaso and other part of Benin 
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Republic 53 also explained that these petrol pass through legal customs routes except few 

which are not more than one or two jericans carried out by those using motorcycles. 

Gbaso also supply wood not only to Babanna and Busa but to other States in Nigeria 

such as Kebbi, Sokoto and Katsina. 54 For instance during our trip to Gbaso we met about 

three Lorries loaded with wood heading to Babanna55. Most of package water uses in 

Babanna are supplied from Gbaso while Babanna supplied them with ice blocks (kankara) 

because the two communities do not have electricity and ice block are being transported to 

Babanna from New - Bussa for onward supply to Gbaso and environs56.This ice-

block are normally transported to Gbaso by motorcyclist to their dealers and it is more 

marketable on the market days of the two communities. 

Nigeria currency is also accepted and used in Gbaso. It is only when Gbaso people 

cross to Nigeria side or on Babanna market days that such activities of “yancanji” is feasible 

as Babanna people don’t accept Benin CFA 57 During researcher’s visit to Gbaso, Nigeria 

currency was used topurchase pure water there and the trader without hesitation accepted it 

though unlike in Nigeria where it is sold at the rate of N5 in Gbaso it is N10 per one and this 

may not be unconnected with the cost of cooling it 58. Another important economic activity 

that is pushing the cross-border activities not only between the two communities but the two 

states is the movement of Tokumbo cars from Cotonou through the Babanna border to 

Nigeria. A week does not pass without over one hundred cars coming in through Babanna 

border to Nigeria59. 

This is to tell you the economic viability of this border to the Nigeria government. 

During researcher’s visit to the custom post at the border over thirty cars were seen awaiting 

duty and clearance at the border. Transport activities is another means which influence the 

cross-border activities in the area. Private and commercial transport such as motorcycles, cars 

and trucks transport people and goods on daily basis without restriction. This is more 

prominent on markets days of the two communities and at the post local government revenue 

collectors are stationed there for levying the goods coming in from Gbaso but this is only on 

market days. 60. Those drivers that are not from these two communities must collect pass 

before proceeding. Such pass contains detailed information from individual, his/her direction 

of movement etc 61. 
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Agricultural Activities 

Agriculture as a means of livelihood is as old as human history itself. It remains the 

dominant occupation of people of not only Babanna and Gbaso but Nigeria and Benin 

Republic. Although trade seem to be the most obvious activities between the two 

communities, agriculture employs the greater number of people in the area,and it serves as a 

medium for social relations between the two communities. Apart from the agricultural 

produce that has been a source of trade for the people, it provides for cross-border labour. For 

instance, Gayya farming is a means of economic relations in a social way in the area. During 

rainy season youths from either side of the border seek the assistance of one another to 

cultivate their farm lands or those belonging to their parents and sometimes community 

farms. Such lands are relatively vast and difficult to be cultivated by few individuals. It is 

also carried out to reduce the cost labour and increase level of productivity by farmer. The 

road linking the two communities was constructed through this communal effort or Gayya 62. 

The activities of Gayya is diminishing and becoming less popular as a result of increase in 

population in families and the two communities at large 63. 

Also in the study area there is what can be regarded as “cross-border farms”. For 

instance you can see people from Gbaso who have their farm land in Babanna and vice-versa. 

The people are quite aware of the fact that they are crossing beyond the international 

boundary, they however, do not attach much importance to its implications since they still 

recognise their traditional boundary 64 Agricultural activities are playing a vital role in the 

social relations and economic well being of the people of the area. For instance, on Babanna 

market days over 200 bags of assorted grains are imported from Gbaso and other 

neighbouring villages of BeninR epublic which are transported to other parts of northern 

Nigeria. In addition, over 10 (lorries) of yam are imported on weekly bases from Gbaso to 

Babanna for onward distribution to other parts of Nigeria. The above exclude rice and textiles 

materials imported by business men and women from Babanna, Borgu and other parts of 

Nigeria through the Babanna/Gbaso border. 

The above demonstrates the importance of economic activities between the two 

communities, as it serves a means of satisfaction of consumer needs and the provision of 

livelihood for thousands of traders in both Nigeria and Benin. This interaction is necessary 

because it allows social and economic development of the two areas. It can therefore, be 

argued that cross-border socio-economic activities does not only improve the social 
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interaction between the borderland area and also the border economy of both States. This is 

so as the local government from the two states generates revenue from such activities 

especially on market days, local government officials were seen at the border collecting 

revenue. In an attempt to improve the economy of the area, Niger State government approved 

the establishment of international border market in Babanna which will further facilitate 

socio-economic activities of the borderland communities. To accomplish the above, the 

government has acquired 300 hectares of land for the proposed market and constructed a well 

tarred road from New-Bussa to Babanna while that of Benin Republic, from Gbaso to 

Babanna was still under construction as at the time of our visit. 

The interaction between the two borderland communities helped in alleviation of 

poverty of the members of the two communities, as they are increasingly becoming engaged 

in trading they now visit different markets in Nigeria and Benin to purchase goods for 

onward distribution to consumers. The result of these on the two states is that, burden of the 

two states in job creation is reduced and to some extent, it increase revenue capacity of both 

governments. 

Apart from the positive implications stated above, socio-economic activities between 

the two border communities of Babanna and Gbaso also have their own negative implications 

on both countries. However, such implications are more detrimental to Nigeria than 

BeninRepublic. Firstly, the cross border activities between the two areas had no doubt 

contributed towards undermining the effort of Nigerian productive sectors, especially 

agriculture. The inflows foreign agricultural and industrial commodities which are highly 

subsidised than what is locally produced, have contributed in weakening the effort of 

Nigerian farmers and industries to boost production. For instance, over 1000 bags of rice are 

imported on weekly basis from Benin Republic through Babanna-Gbaso border to Babanna 

for onward transportation to other parts of Nigeria. The rice is highly patronized by Nigerians 

because it is cheap and of high quality. For instance, a bag of rice which costs around twelve 

thousand naira in Nigerian markets is just six thousand naira or less in Bananna. It was also 

revealed, during our research visit to the area, that most of the cars cleared by the customs at 

the border post do not really have duty, but only succeeded by bribing the customs which 

gave them the advantage to cross the check points not only with their cars but also with some 

prohibited items such as rice and textiles materials. These activities will not only weaken our 

industries but also make Nigerian state loose huge amount of its revenue earnings 
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(Anonymous immigration officer). According to 65 smuggling across Nigeria/Benin border is 

the second largest foreign earners for Benin Republic. The above practice of security 

personnel confirms 66position that corrupt practices of the security operatives at the borders 

posed serious challenge to the border security as the checking points have become points 

where money could be extorted from the people. 

The cross-border activities could also serve as a threat to the Nigerian internal 

security, this is due to the corrupt altitude of the Nigerian security officials stationed on the 

Nigeria - Benin border. The security personnel connived with smugglers on many occasions 

and this attitude, no doubt, undermines the security of the Nigerian state. Arms ammunition 

may be imported in such kind deals. 

From the above discussion, it is clear that cross border socio-economic relations in the 

area has attracted both positive and negative implications to the Nigerian and Beninese 

States. It can be admitted that, the Nigerian State suffers the consequences most. This is due 

to the fact that Benin Republic generates revenue from importation of Cars, textiles, foodstuff 

and other product carried out in the area while Nigeria got little due to the corruption that has 

bedevilled Nigerian security officials stationed in the border. However, it will be wrong to 

say that Nigeria does not benefit from the cross¬border activities in the area at all. Despite 

the corrupt altitude of Nigerian security agents stationed at the border, the border serves as 

source of revenue earning to the Nigerian government. About twenty percent of those who 

import cars through the border comply and pay their duties. The cross border activities also 

provide employment to the people who engaged in business activities in the area. For 

instance, many Nigerians engaged in businesses that cut across timber textiles foodstuff 

importation and also exportation of petroleum product to Benin. These serve as a means of 

livelihood to the inhabitants of the area. It also serve as source of revenue generation to the 

local governments concerned. Nigerian government should make concerted effort towards 

monitoring these border security agents in order to improve its non-oil revenue generation 

and reduce the security challenges that may come up as a result of the corrupt attitude of the 

border security agents. 

The Babanna-Gbaso border land also serve as entry point of tourist cars imported 

from Cotonou to Nigeria which is a great revenue source to the Nigerian Government. It was 

however revealed that activities of Nigerian customs makes the realization of this revenue 

difficult. For instance, over 90 percent of cars passing through the custom post are without 
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duty and are only allowed by paying ‘bribe’ from N25,000 to N40,000 per car and this 

enables them to pass not only with the cars but even with other ban items like rice and textile 

materials (Sani, interview). And over one hundred ‘tokumbo cars’ come in from Cotonou 

through this border every week. According to one of the dealers passing through the border, 

the route is lengthy than that of Lagos because Lagos route takes twelve hours while this 

route about twenty four hours but car dealers patronise it because of the cooperation they 

receive from custom officials stationed at the border. 

Activities of Traditional Institutions 

This section examines the activities of traditional institution alongside border security 

agents in promoting peaceful interaction between the people of the two States. Traditional 

institutions in the area play important role not only in fostering cordial relations between the 

two communities but also in the management of dispute and crime control. This is achieved 

by collaborative effort of the two traditional rulers in identifying and sanctioning of any bad 

element found in the communities and subsequently, report such to the security agents for 

further action. The above cooperation is achieved because of their shared cultural bond and 

this will no doubt; help in reducing cross border crime in the two communities and to a large 

extent, the internal security of the two states (Nigeria and Benin Republic). The ruling houses 

of the two communities were from same ancestors and therefore cooperate in addressing the 

problem and dispute that may arise in the course of interaction between members of the two 

communities. This is done by consultation between the leaders of the two communities when 

faced with any dispute. The communities also have a joint committee which meet from time 

to time discuss issues that affect or that would bring about positive development to their 

respective communities. Although crime is not common in the area but if such occurred 

appropriate action are taken by the traditional rulers concerned67 

Another cultural festival that brings people together is the Gani Annual Festival which 

is organised by the two communities. That of Benin is normally held in Nikki, while that of 

Nigeriain New-Bussa. This festival serves as a uniting force and means of reviving the 

culture of the peoples. During this festival, people from both sides troop enmass to attend 

without any restriction68. Turbaning ceremony is another traditional activity that attracts 

movement of the people from either side of the borderlands. This is due not only to the 

understanding between the two communities, but also because of the belief that they are one 

and same. For instance Magajin Garin Babanna confirmed that his uncle is the Sarkin Gbaso 
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while his elder brother is the Galadima of Gbaso and express that he too posses the potential 

of becoming Sarkin Gbaso. This is so because they are all descendant of Nikki ruling house. 

During turbaning ceremony of any form from either of the communities, people cross the 

border to attend. 69. This shows the importance of traditional institution in enhancing the 

interaction between the two communities and their respective States. The above signified that 

the people in the two communities still regarded themselves as one, as explained by 70 the 

approval of who becomes the king of Illo in Kebbi states and Nikki in Benin Republic, is 

subject to the consent of the emir of Borgu in Niger state, Nigeria. This is so because the 

three ruling houses are same and Borgu is given this respect because of its position as the 

ancestral eldest son of the family (three ruling houses). It also established the assumption of 

the functionalist theory that for society to be integrated people within it must share basic 

beliefs and value as one people. Such belief lead to cooperation and social interdependent 

This cross-border activity in the area has contributed in cultural exchange among the 

people. For instance, on Babanna market day, people attend the market not only from Gbaso 

but also from other part of Benin Republic to conduct businesses and this has helped the 

stability of Boko language spoken by the two communities. The annual Gani festival held by 

the two communities also serve as a means of integrating the people separated by colonial 

boundary and policy of divide and rule. The above interaction, therefore, provides an avenue 

for improving the co-existence between Nigeria and Benin Republic and a smooth path 

towards regional integration of West Africa in the face of ECOWAS. 

While the traditional rulers alongside border securities help in promoting cross-border 

security in the area, the security officials of both states also relate. Saleh 71 explain that there 

is good working relation between the securities of the two state. He however, admitted that 

the security of Benin Republic is only present in the border during the harvest of cotton 

which is prohibited from exportation because it is key to the economy of Benin Republic. 

This shows how concerned the Benin authorities are to the issue of their economic 

development. The major challenge confronting the security at the border post include, 

inadequate personnel to manned the numerous routes linking the two communities and the 

two states which may be used by unscrupulous elements to carry out their cross border crime 

such as, smuggling and trafficking which may go unnoticed let alone of being punished. 

Another challenge facing the security operatives at the border post is lack or inadequate 

working equipment. For instance, the immigration at the Babanna border post cannot boost of 
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a single patrol Van to effectively control the boundary. The above confirmed what72 posited, 

that, the Nigerian securities and military are not well equipped to stand to their task, thereby 

compounding the border problems. He stated that, the joint surveillance by border security 

personnel in the area is imperative to the safety of both states in that, it promotes economic 

interdependence and curb illegal cross border activities. 

Health Activities 

It is said that health is wealth and it is because of the importance of heath in every 

human society that made government at all level to strive towards improvement of their 

health sector. It is difficult for any society to develop or prosper when greater numbers of its 

population are health deficient. It is known fact that the need for good health care system is a 

driving force for much cross-border movement across the globe today. This is not restricted 

to inhabitants of borderland but even beyond. For instance, Nigerians are well known for 

travelling to other African and Western countries for the search of good health. In addition 

different non-governmental health organisations such as (society for family health, doctors 

without borders) now cross into many parts of Africa and other third world countries to offer 

health support. 

Babanna - Gbaso study area explained how the search for good and cheap health care 

system influence cross - border movement and interaction. There is only one public clinic in 

each of the two communities. But despite the existence of health care systems in both sides, 

many people from Babanna prefer to cross to Gbaso for medical care. The reason being that 

the medicine from Beninoise sides is believed to be more powerful and efficient than that of 

Nigeria and this according to them was that most of approved drugs used in Benin are 

imported so this drives many people from Babanna to Gbaso for medical services. This 

however, does not explain the absence of patronage of Gbaso people in Babanna clinic. 

People from Gbaso also cross to Babanna for medication though very few 73 Babanna people 

usually travel as far as Paraku which serve as State Headquarter of Gbaso 74 

Health care can therefore be seems as a very importance force driving cross-border 

interaction between the two communities. During immunization exercise the two 

communities do work jointly to ensure that there is no case of polio infection in the area 75. 
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The above though shows how the two communities continue with their interaction 

even in the provision of health care facilities, it however, poses challenge to authorities in 

Nigeria, the self acclaimed “Giant of African”, due to the fact that, people from Nigeria 

believe in the quality and efficacy of drugs from neighbouring Benin Republic a country that 

can be regarded as less developed in terms of resources compared to Nigeria. 

Also significant is the need for collaborative effort between the two communities and 

states in addressing the health needs of the people. For instance, without joint effort of the 

two communities and States, the spread of polio among the Children of the two states cannot 

be curtailed or overcome. 

Conclusion 

The paper has examined the Benin/Nigeria relations focusing on borderland 

communities of Babanna and Gbaso. It begins by given a brief background of the two 

communities and socio-economic activities of the two communities. The paper further 

examine the social and economic interaction between the two communities where issues such 

as intermarriages, religion, sport, education, trade, agriculture cultural and health related 

issues were examined with their possible implication on Nigeria/Benin relations. The paper 

argues that these interactions served as a medium of improving the existing relationship 

which predates colonialism and further explains that the interaction could serve as avenue of 

encouraging ECOWAS free movement policy and the sub-regional integration. 

Finally, the paper recommends certain measures to be taken by the two states in 

advancing the relations between the two communities and the states which include the 

establishment of joint unity school, support to the joint festival between the communities and 

provision of joint health facilities among others. 
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APPENDIX 

INTERVIEW LIST 

S/N NAME OF APPR POSITION PLACE OF DATE OF 
 INTERVIEWEE AGE OCCUPATION INTERVIEW INTERVIEW 
1 MagajinGari 72 Village Head Babanna town April 24, 2013 

2 Ibrahim Isah 45 Head master Babanna town “ 

3 Alhaji Ibrahim 50 Bus. man   

4 IbrhaimSaidu 53 Farmer “ “ 

5 SalehSamari 50 Civil servant “ “ 

6 HauwaSalihu 65 Rtd civil servant   

7 SulaymanGarba 58 Business man “ “ 

8 GaladimaGbaso 74 Traditional ruler Gbaso town “ 

9 UmaruKafinda 42 Farmer/Business Gbaso town  

10 AlhajiIliyassou 65 Bus. Man Gbaso town “ 

11 Musa Ahmed 32 Driver Gbaso town  

12 Yousouf 38 Farmer Gbaso town “ 

13 Sulaiman 33 Youth leader Babanna town “ 

14 YakubuDauda 65 Politician New bussa May 6, 2013 

15 Ahmed Lafia 62 Rtd teacher New Bussa May 5th 2013 

16 AbbassZume 60 Rtd c/s New-Bussa May 5th 2013 

17 HarumaA.S. 42 Asst sup of Babanna border April 24, 2013 
   immigration post  

18 
Anonymous 53 Custom officer Babanna borer 

post 

April 24, 2013 

19 Idris Umar 34 Car dealer New Bussa May 4th 2013 

20 Abdullahi Sani 33 Car dealer Lapai May 10th 2013 

 

 


